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THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
ROAD SHOW COMPANY
CELEBRATES 25TH
ANNIVERSARY

CREATING UNIQUE
HOUSEWARMING GIFTS
WITH CUSTOM FRAMING

Road Show Company
celebrates its 25th anniversary this year and founder
and CEO, Nim Vaswani,
says that the company has
evolved over the years because of the closeness and
collaborations of the staff,
the artists, and the galleries
that they have worked with
from all around the world.
Go to page 16.

In this month’s Custom
Framing Ideas, we discuss
how custom framed items
can be the perfect way to
help customers fill their
loved ones’ homes with a
meaningful gift that can last
a lifetime and leave a lasting impression. Page 24.

ROYO EXHIBIT CATALOG
FEATURES MUSIC OPTION
An upcoming exhibit of work
by Royo at Winn Slavin Fine
Art will be accompanied by
a catalog that has a QR
code that, once scanned,
will play Vivaldi’s “Four
Seasons.” Visit page 20.

FRAMERICA EXPANDS
TERRACOTTA LINE
WITH WHITE
Framerica’s worldwide
exclusive Terracotta line
of moulding that features
a visually textured “baked
earth” finish often found in
traditional pottery, has expanded and is now available in white. To read the
story, go to page 20.

Click on advertisers’
Web addresses
throughout the issue.

Framed By Kosal is located in Monroe, CT.

INDUSTRY LOOKS TO FILL
THE TRADE SHOW VOID
Pre-Covid-19, trade shows in the art and framing industry
were a great way for exhibitors to market their products and
services. The events allowed attendees to experience a large
amount of artists and businesses in a short span of time while
getting the all important face-to-face connection. For exhibitors, that would ideally lead to sales and strong leads for
business year round. Then the pandemic hit and, like most
other aspects of doing busi- ences. Those gallery and
ness, the trade show land- frameshop owners that once
scape changed as many looked to trade shows to
shows were postponed and help them stay on top of
forced to incorporate new op- trends, buy new products,
tions, such as smaller shows see demonstrations, attend
and hybrid events combining continuing education classes
continued on page 10
virtual and in-person experi-

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“Online communities are very
useful tools and have many
different groups that share
experiences, tips and ideas as
well as simply the beauty of art
and what we create.”
Myrna Dow, page 12
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Industry Looks To
Fill Trade Show Void

25 Years of Road
Show Company

Royo Exhibit Catalog
Features Music

Gallery and frameshop owners that once looked to industry trade shows to help
them stay on top of trends,
buy new products, and attend classes are looking online to connect and learn.

Road Show Company are
producers of high-quality traveling exhibitions providing an
entire “turn key” event, with
the gallery investing only one
week of their time and minimal financial participation.

An upcoming exhibit of work
by Spanish artist Royo at
Winn Slavin Fine Art will be
accompanied by a catalog
that has a QR code that, once
scanned, will play Vivaldi’s
“Four Seasons.”
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Framing Ideas:
What’s Hot in
Housewarming Ideas Open Editions

Gallery Lights:
Noteworthy Shows

Creating unique custom
framing projects are a great
way for clients to give personalized housewarming gifts
that can be made to last for
generations using products
by companies like Tru Vue.

Framing diplomas may seem
like one of the easier items
brought in by customers to
frame, but they also offer an
opportunity to provide creative alternatives coupled
with UV protection.

Art galleries, their owners, directors, custom framers, staff,
clients, and collectors are featured celebrating show openings where new work is debuted, as well as various events
in this month’s Gallery Lights.
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Shown is Seymour
Schachter’s “The Regatta,”
an acrylic on canvas
from Westport River
Gallery, Westport, CT. Call
(203) 226-6934 or: www.
westportrivergallery.com.
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IN OUR OPINION
ART AND
FRAMING PIVOTS
ne of the best qualities of the art and
framing industry is the
ability to reposition itself in the
minds of consumers. During
great times there are trophy
purchases and in tough times
there are cost sensitive acquisitions that inspire. In between, there are countless
combinations of art and framing that are the “goldilocks”
option; things that just fit right
at given the times. Our ability
to surprise and delight is
boundless, the effort needed
to bring it to market sometimes
falters.

O

So, now that a very mixed
and guarded view of the economy is captivating the heads
of consumers across the country, we now seem to be on
the threshold of a phase where
retailers are notching very diverse results. The money is still
flowing, but doing so in uneven
ways. So, the local challenges
and opportunities over the next
several months are bound to
be especially unique. And your

response to capitalize on
these changes may also have
to be new and distinctive.
Because of the economic
unsettledness, retailers now
have to be more vigilant of
fast moving trends. And, most
importantly, to be nimbleminded to find a path to be in
front of the currents in their
local market area. The key
thing to remember is to not
let your relationship with your
clients “go cold.” The strength
of the marketing plan and the
number of consumer touch
points it creates will largely determine the level of success in
a changing market.
Right now the art and framing industry has a certain
amount of good momentum
behind it. The goal is to extend
the market’s run. Betting on
“a high tide to raise all boats”
strategy really isn’t an option.
Making it through Covid-19
proved to many businesses
that inactivity isn’t really the
best choice. Strategic action
will carry the day.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
CBCA Presents Zeitgeist Series

CHG Shows Becket-Griffith’s New Work

Cynthia Byrnes
Contemporary
Art, Westport,
CT, presents
“Are We There
Yet?,” concluding the gallery’s
3-part Zeitgeist
exhibition series. The first
part of the
series covered
the onset and “A Child’s Dream” by Michael Filan is a
p r o l o n g e d monotype measuring 41 1/2 by 29 1/2 inches,
dissemination from Cynthia Byrnes Contemporary Art.
of the Covid-19
pandemic, while “Are We There Yet?” looks to the future and possible shift from global pandemic to national endemic. The series
features 19 artists working across a variety of media. For further
information, call Cynthia Byrnes Contemporary Art at (203) 5570819 or go to the website located at: www.cynthiabyrnes.com.

Corey Helford
Gallery (CHG),
Los Angeles,
presented a
new solo exhibition entitled
New Works
from
Long
Beach, CAbased acrylic
artist Jasmine
Becket-Griffith. Featuring Becket-Griffiths’ “California Godiva” is an
18 new acrylic acrylic on panel measuring 24 by 18 inches.
paintings consisting of 12 miniatures and six bigger pieces, BecketGriffith’s work combines elements of realism with fantasy
and the surreal, intertwining historical and spiritual references
with fairytales and the beauty of nature. For further information,
phone (310) 287-2340 or go to the gallery’s website located
at: www.coreyhelfordgallery.com.

OBITUARY: Basil R. Collier
Basil R. Collier, passed away
at the age of 97 on January
22, 2022, in Encino, CA. For
more than 50 years, he was
a legendary fine art dealer,
publisher and wholesaler to
the trade. In the February
2017 issue of Art World News
(available to view at: www.
artworldnews.com), American
Fine Art president, Phil Koss,
wrote about his friend Basil
and about his storied career.
“With everything that has
happened in the art world in
the past 50 years, Basil Collier
has seen it all and done it
all,” he said. “From the first
charity auctions, to fine art galleries, art expos, and now the
ever-growing art fair circuit,
Mr. Collier has left an indelible
mark and continues to charm
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Basil R. Collier was a fine art dealer, publisher and wholesaler.

all who meet him.”
Born in 1924 in London,
England, Mr. Collier traveled
to the U.S. aboard the Queen
Mary in 1950 and immediately
began his career in art. He

published limited edition
graphics for more than 50
years, as well as having
owned an art printing atelier in
Paris. From 1967 to 1975, he
owned six graphic art galleries

in the Los Angeles area
where he also specialized
in charity art auctions as
fundraising activities for nonprofit organizations. His stable
of artists grew over the years
and included Joan Miró, Pablo
Picasso, Suñol Àlvar, Charles
Bragg, Marc Chagall, Michel
Delacroix, Théo Tobiasse,
Erté, and many others. Known
for his extensive knowledge
of the art industry and colorful
stories of his experiences, he
was also beloved for his amiable personality. Mr. Collier
was the director of the Angela
Collier Foundation in Encino,
CA, a private charitable foundation created in 1996 in
memory of his late daughter
Angela and benefitting animal
welfare issues.
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BLACK ART AND BLACK
ART COLLECTORS ON
THE RISE

CHEYENNE, WY—Collecting
Black Art is on the rise and
many of those collectors, who
are also black, are helping to
bring the artwork recognition
and exposure internationally.
Some of the high-profile collectors include Beyoncé and
Jay-Z, Pharrell Williams,
Alicia Keys and Swizz Beatz
and the late André Leon
Talley. Researchers recently
found that only 1.2% of
pieces of art found in all major
U.S. museums were by black
artists. This is beginning to
change as more black artists
and black art collectors become mainstream. In the
recent HBO TV show, And
Just Like That..., black art
played a pivotal role in one
of the episodes. Shown is
artist Louise Cutler’s “Giver
III,” an acrylic, 23kt gold,
variegated metal leaf on
watercolor on wood panel
measuring 40 by 20 inches.
The retail price is $3,200.
Call Louise Cutler Studios,
Cheyenne, WY, for details on
her artwork at (719) 213-3115
or visit her website located at:
www.louisecutlerstudio.com.
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FILLING THE TRADE SHOW VOID
continued from page 1
often would find new artists
and touchbase with others in for our own gallery at the
the industry, have had to get show. Much of the work in
creative in how they fill that our gallery is international and
void. In 2020, before the vac- probably more traditional, and
cine rollout, many art and this brought us face-to-face
framing retailers were busy with new talent. One year we
trying to figure out
the new landscape
of running their own
businesses,
and
large scale in-person
trade events were
not necessarily an
option. Social distancing, masks and
the cancellation of
indoor
events,
caused a decline in
trade shows across
all industries, so
much so that they
fell 63.8% in 2020. High Desert Frameworks, Bend, OR.
Today, as the world
tries to get back on track and also exhibited at the show to
infection rates decline with display some of our art. It’s
65% of people in the U.S. been a bunch of pre-Covid
alone being fully vaccinated at years since we felt a need or
press time, those retailers are interest in attending any of
now looking at the new role of the NYC-based shows. They
trade shows. Many attendees have become less relevant in
are still craving the opportu- recent years as they began to
nity to get excited about what
the industry has to offer and
to interact with the different
brands. Research has showed
that the typical trade show visitor spends more than eight
hours looking at exhibits.

Ken Warren, co-owner
with his wife Pat of Westport
River Gallery in Westport,
CT, says that while he attended shows in the past,
that even before Covid, some
trade shows had taken a turn
towards attracting more than
just trade attendees making it
a little harder to conduct business. “For years we enjoyed
attending the original Artexpo
New York when it was in the
Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center,” he says. “There
were so many international
artists and galleries and we

pandemic killed our need or
interest to travel much. We
have been to the City once in
over two years,” he says.
“Many artists have contacted
us directly, so in the end, we
wonder if we need to attend
a trade show at all. Ironically,
many of the people who lived
in NYC have escaped to
the suburbs, and we have
seen many of them buying
art for their new place in ‘the
country.’”

Through the years, Mr.
Warren has learned that
some of the trends on display
at trade shows were fleeting.
“Industry trends have rarely
been an interest to us. Just
because someone can afford
$50,000 for a large booth
does not mean it can be a
better influencer of what consumers are interested in. Online sources and industry
magazines, such as Art World
News, update us on new editions, new artists and other
trends,” he says. “After almost 18 years in business we
can see, boots on
the ground, what
people are (and are
not) buying. Our
clients, which are
coast to coast, are
sometimes
affected by industry
influencers, and
their decorators,
but more often
they buy what they
Westport River Gallery, Westport, CT.
like.”

shift away from being geared
towards the trade over the
consumer.”
For Mr. Warren, attending
trade shows in New York City
meant a quick hour-long train
ride, but for others, the idea
of travel—and the accompanying expenses—is just starting to appeal to some. “The

And the shows themselves, he says, will likely
need to evolve once more to
fill the needs of the attendees. “Like everything else,
(malls, computer firms,
artists, etc.), trade shows
need to change. Just because they offer something, it
continued on page 12
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ALTMAN SIEGEL
PRESENTS ‘THE ROOF
IS ON FIRE’

TRADE SHOWS
continued from page 10

does not mean people will attend or buy. Sadly, many
businesspeople think they
know better than their clients.
When in doubt, ask your
clients.”

SAN FRANCISCO—
Debuting during San Francisco Art Week, gallery
Altman Siegel presents “The
Roof is on Fire,” an exhibition
of new paintings enhanced
with augmented reality by
artist Troy Lamarr Chew II.
The show is the artist’s first
solo show with the gallery
and features his ongoing
Slanguage series. The work
uses coded meanings within
wordplay found in rap lyrics
that are portrayed visually
through the painting of everyday objects and that carry
specific symbolic innuendo.
The original work are in
various mediums such as oil
on canvas with appliqué, oil
and acrylic on canvas, and
oil and indigo on canvas just
to name a few. The series
expands upon the artist’s
existing body of work, adding
legendary hip-hop dance to
his evolving pictorial dictionary with a nod to Flemish
still-lives, Surrealist landscapes and the colorful
palette found in animation.
Shown above is Troy Lamarr
Chew II’s “Soulja boy tol’
Em,” an oil on canvas. For
further information, call
(415) 576-9300 or go to the
gallery’s website located at:
www.altmansiegel.com.
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Myrna Dow, owner of High
Desert Frameworks in Bend,
OR, in business since 1999,
has been a long-time attendee of the West Coast Art
and Frame Expo in Las Vegas
and has looked forward to it
each year. “With exception of
the last two years, we have
attended the show for over
20 years and it is always a favorite,” she says. “But the
pandemic has completely
taken away the trade show
for the picture framing industry. It is nearly impossible to
produce an event with so
many ever-changing travel
and mandate restrictions. The
shows are important to keep
relevant in the picture framing
world. It has always
offered up an opportunity to see new
products, learn new
techniques and/or
marketing strategies
and, the best part, to
meet with other
framers and share
ideas on business
and just life.”

a positive relationship with
vendors is extremely important in order to see what is
new and to be able to offer
customers the latest and
greatest.”
While little can replace the
in-person, tangible interac-

Picture It Framed, Huntley, IL.

tions with a product mix, company’s are using technology
to get the word out on a large
scale. “Part of the issue is
that we are so busy with our
own workload, so we are
electing to invest in getting

Missing these social interactions, Ms. Framed By Kosal, Monroe, CT.
Dow has looked to
the internet to connect. “On- work done versus extensive
line communities are very education,” Ms. Dow says.
useful tools and have many “A trade show would be
different groups that share more time effective, a welexperiences, tips and ideas come escape and a definite
as well as simply the beauty boost. I am hopeful that they
of art and what we create,” will come back as more
she says. “Many of our ven- things become normal. We
dors have new releases and are in Oregon and still under
send e-mails showcasing a indoor mask mandate so
their products. It is important nothing feels very normal.
to have a relationship with the But, I do believe they are vital
vendor in order to keep up to our industry and extremely
with current product. Having important for our future. We

are hopeful that they will return next year and the entire
industry will benefit.”
Kosal Eang, owner of
Framed By Kosal, Monroe,
CT, also attended the WCAF
Expo in the past (2016 and
2017), and had plans to attend another show when
things began to shut down.
“We had just signed up to
attend Larson-Juhl’s Frame
Your Future Summit 2020,
which was set for April in
New York,” he says. “As
that was the peak start of
the pandemic, it was postponed and eventually went
virtual.”
That worked well for the
time, but he missed the interactions of an in-person
event. “Both years that I attended WCAF Expo I had created large showcase projects
for the Tru Vue Booth. So my
first intention was to be sure
the mechanics of the project
functioned. I found that what
I got from the show
while being there was
a look at debuting
products, looking into
new companies and
meeting with a few
framers that I had only
previously met on Social Media.”
Filling the void of
trade shows has also
been left to the salespeople of the various
framing companies
and distributers. “We are fortunate enough to have active
reps that keep us informed of
new products and/or updates
from the company, such as
website inventory features,”
Mr. Eang says. “We also follow our framing vendors on
Facebook and Instagram.
During these times, I have
been able to find out what is
happening in the art and framcontinued on page 14
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2022 WYOMING ART
AUCTION SEES 99%
SELL-THROUGH RATE

TRADE SHOWS
continued from page 12

ing world mainly through Social Media and magazines like
Picture Framing Magazine and
Art World News. I think what
may be the next phase for
trade shows is the idea of regionally focused shows as
some attendees may still be
unable to travel far for a while
and for lengths up to a week.”

JACKSON, WY—The second
annual online-only auction
presented by Jackson Hole
Art Auction held in February
of this year had a 99% sellthrough rate for 317 lots
offered over the two days.
Artist John Clymer’s “Buffalo
Run,” sold for $276,000 and
set a price per square inch
auction record for the artist.
Forty-five percent of the
lots sold over the high estimate, including a monumental
bronze sculpture by Kenneth
Bunn, titled “Sudden
Engagement.” The auction
had the most online bidding
registrants (883 bidders
across three bidding platforms) for any Jackson
Hole Art Auction to date.
Bob Kuhn’s painting “180
Degrees” sold for $120,000,
and his “Contented Cat,”
shown above, sold for
$27,000. Other notable
sales from other genres
included Charlie Dye’s
“Maverick,” selling for
$39,000 (estimate $18,000$24,000) and Mian Situ’s
“Charming Girl On Beach,”
breaking its $2,000 to
$4,000 estimate with a
realized price of $15,600.
For more details, call the
Jackson Hole Art Auction
(866) 549-9278 or go to the
website located at: www.
jacksonholeartauction.com.
PAGE 14

Jennifer Wentland, owner
of Picture It Framed, located
in Huntley, IL, last attended a
trade show right before the
shutdowns began. “I attended the WCAF Expo in
2020. That is the main show I
make sure I attend every
year. I go for the education
and the trade show itself. As
a solo operator/owner, I love
having the opportunity to
learn new things from the experts. I also love seeing the
new moulding offerings as well
as product demonstrations.”

not as effective as in-person,
are still great ways to keep
the industry moving in the
right direction. “I watched a
demo of a Hoffmann Dovetail
Routing Machine that was
hosted by FramersOnly and I

Frames Of Mine, Fort Lee, NJ.

ended up purchasing one at
year’s end. Now, I’m looking
for a saw system. I’ve gotten
lots of recommendations
from other framers on these
Facebook sites, so I will be
making a purchase shortly,”
Ms. Wentland says.

And these demonstrations
can be very a persuasive tool—one that
may not be as effective virtually. “I wasn’t
planning on it, but I
ended up purchasing
a Valiani Nexus after
seeing it in action at
the show,” she says.
“During the pandemic, Facebook has
been a great resource
for me. Also, online
groups like Framers Wall Street Gallery, Madison, CT.
Only.com, Framing
But at the end of the day,
Academy by Artglass and
custom framing discussion she would prefer to experiforums have become my ence the product and get
main resources for product the reassurance that meeting
knowledge, questions and face-to-face with the comeducation. It’s where vendors pany staff can provide. And,
have been showcasing their exhibitors know this. In the
latest releases as well. Sup- first quarter of 2022, 83% of
pliers can also chime in about marketers across all industhe many challenges they are tries said that they are exfacing like out of stock issues.” tremely or moderately likely
to plan to attend in-person
These virtual options, while events and trade shows as

soon as they can. “Nothing
replaces the trade shows,”
she says. “There has been
recent talk that Framecon is
happening this summer. If so,
I plan on being there. As soon
as WCAF Expo resumes, I
will be back attending that
as well.” Framecon has reserved a venue in Worcester,
MA, on June 5 and 6, 2022.
At press time, no new date
for the WCAF Expo has been
released.
Jim Reinhart, owner the
Madison, CT-based Wall
Street Gallery, founded in
1974, says that he appreciates what connections like
Social Media and e-mail can
provide when it comes to
staying up-to-date, but he
prefers attending shows for
the time-saving immersive experiences that they offer.
“For me, they provide education, exposure to both
new products and new companies, the opportunity to buy
and the socializing. We’re
a forty-year old ‘old
school’ business and
while we’re not terrible
at Social Media and the
internet, we don’t particularly excel or enjoy
these ways of communication,” he says.
“Facebook with its
many different groups
has certainly been a
great help and even fun
sometimes. We are big
on Instagram and post
four to five times a
week and follow tons of
framers not just in the U.S.,
but all over the world. Naturally we all want to meet inperson so lets hope for that.
The take away is how valuable Social Media has become for us.”
Mr. Reinhart notes that
while suppliers do reach out
continued on page 22
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SMITHSONIAN
COLLECTION OF WORKS
BY WILLIAM H. JOHNS
TO BE EXHIBITED

CHARLESTON, SC—The
Gibbes Museum of Art
presents its spring exhibition,
Fighters for Freedom: William
H. Johnson Picturing Justice,
running until August 7. This
exhibition brings together
28 paintings by the South
Carolina born artist, which
have not been seen together
for almost 75 years. Organized by the Smithsonian
American Art Museum, the
exhibition will premiere at the
Gibbes before a national tour.
Additionally, the Gibbes will
host special programming
and an accompanying exhibition, A New Deal: Artists at
Work, which includes works
from the museum’s permanent collection by artists like
Johnson that benefitted from
the Works Progress Administration’s Federal Art Program
in the 1930s. William H. Johnson painted his Fighters for
Freedom series in the mid1940s as a tribute to African
American activists, scientists,
teachers, and performers as
well as international heads
of state working to bring
peace to the world. Shown
is Johnson’s 1945 oil on
paperboard titled “Harriet
Tubman” measuring 23 3/8
by 28 7/8 inches. For details,
call (843) 722-2706 or visit:
www.gibbesmuseum.org.
PAGE 16

ROAD SHOW COMPANY’S ANNIVERSARY
Road Show Company, located leries throughout the country legendary agent, Gene Luntz
in Las Vegas, celebrates its for the company. In 1998, a reaching out and culminating
25th anniversary this year and collaboration was formed with to date in over 25 years of
founder and CEO,
touring the Peter
Nim Vaswani, says
Max Collections.
that the company
We formed partnerhas evolved over
ships with respected
the years because
industry
players,
of the closeness
such as the iconic
and collaborations
Beverly Hills princiof the staff, the artists, and the legendary Pop artist Peter Max pal and gallerist Michael
galleries that they have worked and a dozen shows annually Schwartz of Galerie Michael
with from all around the world. were added in various galleries to tour Masters’ works with
“The old adage
across the living artists such as Alexander
‘the more things
U.S. In 2003, Renoir. We continue to work
change,
the
a
Modern with our original artists.”
more they stay
Masters divi- Alongside Nechita and Max,
the same, apsion
was today’s roster includes Saladded, pro- vador Dalí: The Argillet Collecplies perfectly
ducing shows tion, actress Jane Seymour,
to Road Show
with the origi- and musicians Ringo Starr,
Company, as
nal works of John Lennon, Mick Fleetwood,
that which has
Pablo
Pi- Bernie Taupin and Chad
allowed us to
casso, Marc Smith.
move forward
Chagall,
successfully is
Pierre-Aualso that which Nim Vaswani, right, is
Mr. Vaswani says that puthas kept us an pictured with artist and Red guste Renoir, ting the right people in place,
Ma- every step of the way, has
industry-leader,” Hot Chili Peppers drummer Henri
tisse, Joan helped the company to exhe says. “We Chad Smith.
Miró
and pand. “As we began to expeare a family and
rience significant growth, we
that loyalty to the company Rembrandt van Rijn.
never changed
and to our fine art collectors
our company
The evoluhas extended to a fierce alleculture. We regiance to our gallery partners, tion of the
main a core
and they to us. In our 25th company was
team,
dedianniversary year we are work- very organic for
cated to exceling with those same galleries Mr. Vaswani.
lence
and
and with our original artists with “We started
dedicated to
off with just
whom we began.”
being a family.
one
artist,
Because
of
Road Show Company was Alexandra Nethis, we have
first formed by Mr. Vaswani in chita. In 1997,
become the
young
late 1997 when it hosted an the
premier entity
event for the then 11-year-old prodigy at only
for the presenchild prodigy, Alexandra Ne- 11 was on a
tation of imporchita, at the Bal Harbour tour for Potant Masters’
Gallery in Florida. The show laroid, and her “Ghosts of Doubt” by
works, celebrity
was a huge success and intro- management Alexandra Nechita.
artists,
rock
duced Road Show Company a p p r o a c h e d
as producers of high-quality me to do an exhibition. Well, it stars who paint and in 2022 we
traveling exhibitions of art pro- goes without saying how well plan on touring some very
viding an entire “turn key” that turned out both for the exciting and formidable artists
event, with the gallery investing artist and for the birth of the and galleries.
only one week of their time and Road Show Company,” he
“Although our company
minimal financial participation. says. “From there, our reputaThis concept has helped build tion in the art world blosan impressive network of gal- somed; with Peter Max’s
continued on page 20
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FRAMERICA EXPANDS
TERRACOTTA LINE WITH
WHITE, COMPANY NEWS

ROAD SHOW COMPANY
continued from page 16

Recent events, mainly the
Covid-19 pandemic, have
made running an event-cen-

has not changed in the
number of team members,
our reach has spiraled
from one initial gallery to over
30 gallery partners in the
United States, Canada and
Asia, with our sights set on
new gallery partners for
2022 and beyond in smaller
cities where these traveling
exhibitions can really shine.”

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica’s
Terracotta line of moulding
now features white. With a visually textured “baked earth”
finish found in traditional pottery, Terracotta is a worldwide
exclusive. “We continue to expand Terracotta based on its
success,” says Josh Eichner,
vice president. “The white
should prove very design
friendly, especially for coastal
trends.” The line is available
in profiles ranging to 3 inches.

Much of Road Show
Company’s success, Mr.
Vaswani attributes to its
business strategy. “Our focus “Umbrella Man” by Peter Max.
has never changed and it
remains our priority to maintain tered business somewhat
the confidence of our host’s difficult.
gallery and to not deviate
from our core business. Even
“As we come out of the
with the astounding growth pandemic and because our
of the digital market we kept model is in gallery live events,
to our business model which we are navigating around
puts our galleries first. That Covid. But, we also are faciliis how we established confi- tating virtual live in-gallery
dence and trust with our appearances
much
like
partners and that is a defining broadcast tv and live rock
Road Show commitment.”
concerts. We have evolved

in a sophisticated manner in
order to keep our in-gallery
guests and collectors safe
as that is our ultimate
concern. We have increased
our marketing, promotional
and public relations efforts in
our presenting cities to accommodate the market as well.”
Looking to the future, Mr.
Vaswani says that he is looking
to expand the company’s
gallery network and present
more art experiences. “While
maintaining the in-gallery
limited engagement artist
traveling presentation model,
we also do pop-ups and
curated shows which bring
the art and the celebrity
artists to the people, we are
actively seeking galleries in
smaller cities to bring worldclass art to smaller cities.”
For further information on
Road Show Company, telephone (702) 891-9700 or
visit the company’s website
located at: www.roadshow
company.com.

ROYO CATALOG FEATURES MUSIC OPTION

In company news, Corinne
Ferrara-Longhito, Framerica’s Director of Marketing,
recently celebrated her
15-year anniversary with the
company. “Corinne is a star,”
Mr. Eichner says. “She is
extremely talented, hardworking and appreciated by
customers. She, and the
terrific team that she has
assembled, are a huge part
of Framerica’s success.”
For more information, call
(800) 372-6422 or go to
the company’s website at:
www.framerica.com.
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An upcoming exhibition of
work by Spanish artist Royo
at Winn Slavin Fine Art in
Beverly Hills, CA, will be
accompanied by a catalog
that has a QR code on
one of the pages that
can be scanned with a
smartphone and that will
then play Vivaldi’s “Four
Seasons.”

sensory addition to help
transport the viewer into the

The gallery exhibit titled,
“Tribute to Vivaldi: Royo,”
is a collection of paintings
that are inspired by the
1723 classical composition The cover of the booklet is titled
that presents musical ex- “Tribute to Vivaldi: Royo.”
pressions of spring, summer, fall and winter and of mindset of Royo when he crewhich was the creative force ated the work.
behind Royo’s new collection.
The music provides an extra
The 92-page catalog is pub-

lished by Wellspring Communications Book Publishing,
also publishers of Art World
News.
Additionally, Royo’s collection titled “Series” is also
presented in the exhibition
and catalog. The artist’s original and limited edition work
is represented by Triad Art
Group in Hinsdale, IL.
To reach Winn Slavin Fine
Art, call (310) 362-3090 or
go to: www.winnslavin.com.
For Triad Art Group, phone
(847) 590-9081 or visit:
www.triadartgroup.com.
And to reach Wellspring Communications, phone (203) 8548566 or e-mail John Haffey at:
jwhaffey@aol.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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TRADE SHOWS
continued from page 14

to announce new products,
they have also been trying
to get information out regarding the delays in the
supply chain. “Last year it
seems suppliers were scurrying trying to solve the supply issues rather than present
new products,” he says.
“But, from what I read on
Facebook, people are wildly
excited about a trip to Las
Vegas for the WCAF Expo
and/or a trip to Framecon.
That may also be because
we are all in such need
of human interaction. The
question is perhaps in 2023
will we be ready for another
in-person convention or
happy to continue on Social
Media.”
Susan Boni, owner of
Frames of Mine in Fort Lee,
NJ, in business since 1977,
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says that she understands
why trade shows are helpful, but has not really relied
on them over the years.
“I think that Covid has
changed people in that
they’re more fearful of gathering in large groups,” she
says. “But, I think the larger
companies weren’t finding
that exhibiting was cost
effective in recent years.
We’re all much more comfortable getting our information from the internet. But, I
would consider attending a
show in the future to see
new tools and technology
and to learn more ideas for
advertising and marketing.”
Ms. Boni says it has been
a tough road for trade
shows in the art and framing
industry over the years. “I
think that between the internet and the rising costs of
doing trade shows, the return on investment (ROI)

began to get smaller and
smaller for attendees and exhibitors alike. Then, Covid19 came. But even before
the pandemic, I always relied on my Google searches
to the companies’ websites
for information. Unfortunately, over the years I have
learned that I can’t count on
reps fully. Lately. I’m using
Facebook groups to stay in
touch with what’s up-todate as far as supplies go
from other framers—and
that includes discontinued
and new items. This has
been a conversation recently on one of the Facebook groups. We’ve been
listing companies for each
other that we work with or
have experiences with.”
She does acknowledge
that having trade shows
does help to keep up with
technology that needs to be
seen and experienced in-

person. “We do need to
keep up with the latest
technology for printing, mat
cutting and joining machines.
Ideally, that has got to be
hands-on, but can also be
demonstrated in videos or via
visual livestreams.”
The future of the trade
show world is still touch-andgo, but with all of the new
business practices that have
been implemented since the
beginning of the pandemic, it
appears that the hybrid
model of some smaller live
events combined with virtual
aspects, will be the new
model moving forward. Research shows that some
93% of global trade show
planners are investing in virtual strategies this year because, the show must go on.

Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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CUSTOM FRAMING IDEAS
CREATING UNIQUE HOUSEWARMING GIFTS
With home sales in the U.S.
reaching historic highs,
chances are that you know
someone who has moved or
purchased a new home recently. Uprooting one’s life
and moving to a new home
can be one of the most difficult and daunting tasks in anyone’s life. This, combined with
our desire to commemorate
life milestones, is one of many
reasons that we tend to give
housewarming gifts to each
other. And these gifts can be
a great way to bring in new
sales to a custom frameshop.
Educating customers on
this personalized option can
lead to repeat, and new, business as the frameshop is also
now exposed to the gift recipient. Housewarming gifts can
be tough, especially for more
established people who already seem to have it all.
While there are certainly great
store-bought home items, it’s
also possible to think outside
of the box with a more personalized gift idea. What are
some unique and sentimental
ways to help elevate our loved
one’s new homes?
It’s no secret that there are
endless housewarming gifts
to choose from in this day and
age. In fact, the sheer number
of items to choose from can
actually overwhelm us and
make it even more difficult to
make a decision. While a bottle of wine or a common
household item are always a
safe choice, consider the folPAGE 24

lowing out-of-the-box custom
items for your next housewarming gift.
Custom framed items:
everyone knows that moving
to a new house or apartment
equals blank walls that need
to be filled with memories.
Custom framed items are the
perfect way to help fill your

loved one’s home with a
meaningful gift meant to last a
lifetime. What are the best
unique and custom housewarming gift ideas that can be
framed? Here are a few great
ideas:
1. Custom framed sports
memorabilia: If the recipient
moved to a new city, consider
framing an item from the local
sports team to help their
home fit the local environment.
2. Framed photos of milestone life events: A few
common examples include
graduations, diplomas, weddings, vacation photos, pet
photos, or perhaps even a
picture of their favorite place.

3. Custom framed house
portrait: A custom watercolor
or sketch of the home exterior
is a lovely way to commemorate an important life event
such as moving. This is a
great idea for first time home
owners. People can check out
custom house portraits on
Etsy (www.etsy.com) and visit
then a custom frameshop to

complete the gift.
4. Custom housewarming
wine label: Consider getting
a custom label that can be
added to any bottle of wine
if you prefer to go that route.
As an added bonus you can
have the bottle framed as
a keepsake in a shadowbox
as a gift that lasts beyond
an evening of indulging. Take
a look at custom wine labels
on Etsy.
5. Custom framed map of
the city/town: Something
about a framed map on the
wall fits most decorating
styles (with the right frame)
and can serve as a conversation piece at parties. Gifting a
custom framed map of the re-

cipient’s hometown is a great
housewarming gift idea with
a personalized touch.
The act of preserving memories and special moments
deserves high quality attention-to-detail. A few known
ways of protecting the gift include paying attention to frame
style, matting, and glass.
Tru Vue’s Museum Glass
brings a new level of clarity
and brilliance to a custom
housewarming gift that will
allow a customer’s loved
ones to experience it like
never before. Museum Glass
also offers an unprecedented
level of protection so you can
relive memories for decades.
A few benefits of upgrading
to Museum Glass include:
• Fully blocking up to 99%
of UV rays to prevent fading
over time
• Premium 2.5mm thickness providing the industry’s
strongest strength and rigidity
• Proprietary coatings engineered for permanence and
durability
• Produced domestically in
the USA
Tru Vue’s line of premium
glass products are intended
to bring a new level of protection to framed items and a
level of clarity never seen before. For further information
about True Vue’s glass and
acrylic options, call Tru Vue,
located in McCook, IL, at
(800) 621-8339 or go to the
website at: www.tru-vue.com.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
24K Splash
“24K Splash” by Ajoya Grace
measures 36 by 24 inches and retails for $30. Phone SunDance
Graphics, located in Orlando, FL, at
(800) 617-5532, or go to the website at: www.sdgraphics.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Indigo
Botanical
Panel I

Spring Reminder
“Spring Reminder” by lettered & lined
measures 12 by 16 inches. The retail
price is $15. Call Penny Lane Publishing, located in New Carlisle, Ohio, at
(800) 273-5263 for more information,
or go to the website located at:
www.pennylanefineart.com.

“Indigo
Botanical
Panel I” by Cynthia
Coulter measures 8
by 20 inches and retails for $10. Call
Roaring Brook Art, located in Elmsford,
NY, at (888) 7799055 for further information, or go to
the company’s website at: www.roaringbrookart.com.

Vivid Bay View II

Summer Vibes

“Vivid Bay View II” by Victoria Barnes
is an open edition on matte paper
measuring 18 by 18 inches and the retail price is $55. For more details,
telephone World Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804) 213-0600 or
visit: www.theworldartgroup.com.

Reflection
“Reflection”
by
Mike Calascibetta
measures 48 by 24
inches and retails for
$40. For further information, phone
Galaxy of Graphics
in East Rutherford,
NJ, at (888) 464-7500 or go to the website at: www.galaxyofgraphics.com.
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“Summer Vibes” by Kathleen Robbins measures 40 by 30 inches and retails for $72 on
standard paper. The image is also available on
multiple substrates and multiple sizes. Call
Image Conscious, San Francisco, at (800)
532-2333 or: www.imageconscious.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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The Great Indoors I
“The Great Indoors I” by Megan Gallagher is available in various sizes and
retails in price from $22 to $135. For
further information, call Wild Apple in
Woodstock, VT, at (800) 756-8359 or
go to: www.wildapple.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Butterflies on Gold I

Lantern Blush Cascade I
“Lantern Blush Cascade I” by Albert Koetsier is a large format custom giclée on
matte paper measuring 24 by 36 inches
($102). Call A.D. Lines in Monroe, CT, at
(800) 836-0994 or visit: www.ad-lines.com.

Pineapple Crush
“Pineapple Crush” by Aimee Wilson
is available in any size and printed on
paper and canvas. A 36 by 36-inch
image retails for $115. For further information, telephone PI Creative Art,
Toronto, at (800) 363-2787 or go to the
website at: www.picreativeart.com.

2021 College Football Playoff National Champions
“2021 College
Football Playoff
National Champions”
by
Christopher
Gjevre has an
image that measures 40 by 13 1/2 inches ($40). Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN, for details at (800) 334-7266 or visit: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Butterflies
on Gold I”
by
Tina
Blakely is
available as
POD in various sizes
and
on
paper and
canvas. For
more details, phone
C
Brand
Studios, located in San
Diego, at (858) 554-0102 or visit the company’s website at: www.cbrandstudios.com.

Pebbles 5
“Pebbles 5”
by
Gary
Williams is
available in
two sizes, 24
by 36 inches
and 30 by 45
inches. Price
available upon
request. For
more information,
telephone (800)
228-0928 or
go to: www.
studioel.com.
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GALLERY LIGHTS

Debbie Smith, center, owner of Smith Custom Framing & Fine
Art Gallery in New Cumberland, PA, is pictured with artist Elide
Hower, far right, and the artist’s wife, Qui Qui Massaro, left,
during the opening reception of the artist’s show at the gallery.

Pictured at New River Fine Art, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, are, from
left, art consultant Tom Rossetti, artist Jennifer Jl Jones,
art consultant Nancy Zebrovious, gallery director Wissam
Elghoul and art consultant Sergio Gnesis.

Artist James Alvin Harrison is shown at right with his fiancé
Choi Gee Hawks at the Norfolk, VA-based d’Art Gallery’s First
Annual National Contemporary Arts Exhibition ”Dynamic”
during the 6th Annual NFK NEON Festival.

At Andrei Art Gallery + Studio, Stroudsburg, PA, is, from left,
artist Andrei Protsouk and collector and New York Metropolitan
Opera singer Mikhail Svetlov during Protsouk’s “Valentine’s
Sweethearts” show where his Sweetheart Series was debuted.

At Veronique Wantz Gallery located in Minneapolis are, from
left, collectors Michele Morrison, Suzie O’Connell and Kristin
Klarkowski during the opening for the exhibit of new paintings
by artist Wendy Westlake.

At Oliva Gallery, located in the Logan Square section of Chicago
are, from left, artist Stan Edwards and gallery director Kimberly
Oliva, celebrating during the opening reception for the artist’s
exhibition titled, “The work of Stanley Dean Edwards.”
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Bittan Fine Art is proud to feature the work of

Pop artist E. M. Zax

Polymorphs and Cultural Objects

Facebook: facebook.com/bittanfineart
Instagram: bittan_fine_art
Instagram: ZAX_ARTIST_OFFICIAL

www.bittanfineart.com

866-219-9161
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WELLSPRING
COMMUNICATIONS
OFFERS

Art World News
A trade magazine known as
the independent news source for
the art and framing industry.
Also, available at:

www.artworldnews.com

Book
and
Catalogue
Publishing
Marketing
opportunities,
such as e-mail
blasts and
advertising.
Contact John Haffey at 203.854.8566
or send an e-mail to: jwhaffey@aol.com
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics

Image
Conscious

“Sunflower
Botanical”
by
Elizabeth Medley
Image Size:
16” x 20”
$18

“Changes”
by
Toby Gordon
Image Size:
24” x 24”
$36 on paper

800.617.5532
www.sdgraphics.com www.sundancegraphics.com

Studio
EL
“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928
www.studioel.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@studioel.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

www.imageconscious.com

Image Conscious
“Landscape No. 3”
by
Katie Beeh
Image Size:
35” x 28”
$60 on paper
Image is available to
resize and print on canvas,
cotton rag paper, acrylic,
metal, and wood.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Trust the Journey”
by
Katie Doucette

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.

5165 South 900 East,
Murray, UT 84117

ART WORLD NEWS

800.532.2333

Sagebrush
Fine Art Inc.

Image Size:
16” x 20”
$22

800.643.7243

Image is available to resize and print on paper,
cotton rag paper, canvas, acrylic, metal, and wood.

www.sagebrushfineart.com

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com
E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
Frame-It, Coral Springs, FL
Lex Foster of Frame-It in
Coral Springs, FL, created this shadowbox for
a rhinestoned outfit that
was worn by singer
Adam Lambert during
his Glam Nation Tour in
2010. Using a black
lacquer Arquati frame,
he also used a FPF
moulding filet with a blue
metallic inlay and Tru
Vue Museum Acrylic.
Mounted on black
suede, the piece uses
the Museum Acrylic to
prevent fading of the
outfit. For further information, telephone (954)
255-0076 or visit the
website located at: www.
frameitplus.com.

Framing Devil, Los Angeles
Doug Yager of
Framing Devil in
Los
Angeles
framed a print of
legendary
drag
queen Divine by
artist Mike Mitchell
using a handpainted frame using
Larson
Juhl’s
243510 basic white
moulding, Tru Vue
Optium Museum
acrylic, clear glass
spacers and Bainbridge
acid-free
foamboard. For more
details, go to: www.
framingdevil.com.
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Framed By Kosal, Monroe, CT

Framed By Kosal, Monroe, CT, created
the framing for Spusta Studio’s screenprint titled “Spring Swing Set” by Marq
Spusta using Decor Moulding’s 8950
Mahogany. The top mat is Bainbridge 4402 Dune Grass, the
second mat is Crescent 2238 8ply Rag White, the third mat is
Crescent 7707 Midnight, the fourth mat is Crescent 2238 8ply
Rag White and the bottom mat is Crescent 7313 Praline Shimmer Wovens. All of the mats were hand-painted with watercolor,
cut using Wizard Z-Series and are buffered with Crescent 1613
Very White Rag. Call (203) 261-2552 for further information, or
go the website located at: www.framedbykosal.com.

Wade Maxx Art & Framing,
Montclair, NJ
Wade Maxx
Art & Framing, Montclair,
NJ,
created a
custom
painted mat
and spacers for the
painting titled, “Sailboat”
by
M a r t i n
Whatson.
The hand
painted
inner frame
and matting are from Larson Juhl. For more details, call
(973) 337-5686 or visit: www.wademaxx.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

Not Technically Inclined or
Just Don’t Have the Time?
Industry veteran with over 40 years experience will help you build
a simple magnetic website, develop an effective marketing strategy,
and PRODUCE SALES for art galleries and frame shops
• Low cost and effective website
• Individual consulting and
• Clear instructions to get started
guidance
• Get free local promotion with
• Combined brick-and-mortar
Google
and digital marketing strategies
• Simple Facebook page
(brick-and-click)

Call Richard for a free 1-hour consultation at (805) 701-0397.

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION
Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIMEPRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE

CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing di
vision to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hard
and softbound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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